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SUMMARY 
The design and the performance are presented herein of a turbine 
with nontwisted rotor bl ades designed to drive a high- speed, high-
specific -mass - flow supersonic compr es s or . A nontwisted-rotor vel ocity 
distribution appeared to be advantageous as compared with a free-vortex 
velocity distribution , because a high degree of blade- chord taper could 
be used without incurring three- dimensional choking inside the blade pas -
sage such as occurred for the first free-vortex turbine configuration 
designed for this application . The experimental results obtained on a 
l4 - inch cold- air model of the nontwi sted-rotor turbine indicated that the 
aerodynamic performance was satisfactory . At the design point , the tur-
bine passed design mass flow and extracted des i gn work at an efficiency 
of 0.87 , which was the highest effici ency obtained. A comparison of the 
performance of thi s turbine with that of the second free - vortex turbine 
des igned for this application indicates that both design and off- design 
performance of the two turbines were very nearly the same . \ 
It was concluded from the performance results that a free - vortex 
veloc i ty distri bution may not always be optimum where stress as well as 
aerodynamics i s a determi ni ng factor ; and, in this particular case, 
diverting from a free - vortex design enabled the use of a hi gh degree of 
blade taper without any apparent deterioration i n over -all turbine per -
formance . It was also concluded that a relative entrance Mach number of 
0 . 84 at the rotor hub does not necessarily impair turbine performance if 
adequate passage ar ea is pr ovi ded on an over -all three-dimensional basis . 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent research and development of supersonic compressors have indi -
cated the need for turbines having the characteristics of high speed and 
high-specific- mass ~low . A turbine design for such an application is 
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inherently a compromise between stress and aerodynamic considerations . 
The investigation of turbines of this type has been the subject of an 
extensive program at the NACA Lewis laboratory . In reference 1 are pre -
sented the compressor characteristi cs and the flight conditions that were 
selected to define the turbine problem, together with the design and per-
formance characteristics of the first turbine conf i guration designed for 
this appli cation . This turbi ne employed a free - vortex velocity distri-
buti on and uti lized a high degree of rotor -blade- chord taper to reduce 
the centrifugal stress . Divergence of the annulus area through the rotor , 
which was required because of limitations imposed by the relative rotor -
entrance Mach number , was effected by means of a convex inswept rotor -
blade hub . This type of contour was also used to reduce the rotor-blade 
centrifugal stress . The performance results obtained with this turbine 
showed that it failed to pass design mRSS flow and to extract design 
specif i c work; from the results of subsequent investi gations (refs . 2 
and 3), i t was determined that the poor performance was due to three -
dimensional flow effects that were not considered in the design procedure . 
The three - dimensional analysis applied to the rotor (ref . 4) indi -
cated that the combination of the convex hub contour and the blade- chord 
taper caused an effective throat to be located well within the blade 
passage at the hub . The effecti ve three - dimensional throat is represented 
by a choking orthogonal, a curve normal to the streamlines, in a meridi-
onal plane, where choking would theoretically occur considering the three -
dimensional aspects of the flow and the rotor-blade blockage effect. When 
the choking orthogonal occurs well inside the rotor passage, the passage 
operates effectively as a convergent - divergent nozzle and the design 
velocity diagram is not obtained. The resulting aerodynamic performance 
is seriously impaired, although the mass flow mayor may not be appreciably 
reduced, depending on the passage configuration . The analysis indicated 
theoretically that the rotor of reference 1 would choke at less than 
design mass flow . From the location of the choking orthogonal, it could 
be expected that the t i p section would reach limiting loading before the 
turbine limiting loading point, as discussed in reference 3 . Because the 
analytical indications agreed well with the experimental results, it was 
concluded t hat the method of analysis, although approximate in that the 
assumptions of axial symmetry and inviscous isentropic flow are used, was 
reliable in predicting aerodynamic problems resulti ng from the three -
dimensional character of the flow . 
A second turbine was designed for this same application (ref . 5) by 
taking into cons i deration the three- dimensional flow effects . This con -
figuration had essent i ally the same free - vortex veloc i ty diagrams as did 
the first confi gurati on (ref . 1) but had a concave rotor hub contour to 
provide more annulus area at the rotor outlet and uti l i zed very little 
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blade - chord taper. The rotor-blade passage , which was designed by a two -
dimensional method, was analyzed by the method of r eference 4 to ascer-
tain whether any three - di mensional aerodJ~amic problems would be encoun-
tered. From the results of the analysis , none were indicated. The 
performance results obtained wi th the turbine (ref . 5) indicated that 
aerodynamic performance was satisfactory . 
In considering the aerodynamic problems encountered in the first 
configuration, which employed a free - vortex velocity distribution, it 
was determined that , aside from the convex blade hub contour, two factors 
contribute to the three - dimens i onal choking effect: (1 ) for a free -
vortex velocity distribution, the over-all mass - flow shift is radially 
outward in the nozzles and radially i nward i n the rotor, (2) when the 
effect of this inward mass - flow shi ft combines with the effect of chord-
wise blade taper, the three - dimensional choking orthogonal lies inside 
the rotor pa ssage near the hub . This situation was avoided to some 
degree in the second configuration by eliminati ng most of the chordwise 
blade taper. The average blade stress , however, for the second configura-
tion was 80, 000 as compared with 46,600 pounds per square inch for the 
blade of the first configuration (ref. 1) . If a velocity distribution 
were employed in whi ch the radial mass - flow shi ft is outward in the rotor, 
it might be possible to use a high degree of blade- chord taper without 
incurring serious three - dimensional choking in the passage. A velocity 
distribution of this type is that of a design with nontwisted rotor 
blades . A nontwisted rotor blade, as compared with a free-vortex blade, 
also appears advantageous from an induced-bending - stress consideration, 
since the stress induced from the overhang of the tip section is con-
siderably reduced. A nontwisted-rotor turbine was therefore designed 
for this application, and its experimental performance wa s obtained. 
The purpose of this report is to present the design and performance 
of the nontwisted- rotor turbine that wa s designed for this high-speed, 
high-specific-mass - flow application. The performance results are com-
pared with those of the second fr ee-vortex configuration of reference 5 
and are used to determine whether or not the nontwisted-rotor configura-
tion is successful in alleviating the aerodynamic problems a ssociated 
with the first turbine configuration of reference 1, while still main-
taining a high degree of blade - chord taper. 
SYMBOLS 
The follow'ing symbols are used in this report: 
Acr/A ratio of required critical area at Ma ch number of unity to re-
quired area at blade- outlet Mach number 
c aerodynamic blade chord, ft 
Db specific enthalpy drop, Btu/lb 
l 
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M Mach number 
N rotational speed, rpm 
o blade throat dimension or minimum channel width, ft 
p absolute pressure, lb/sq ft 
r radius, ft 
s blade spacing, ft 
6T' total temperature drop, oR 
U blade velocity, ft/sec 
V absolute gas velocity, ft/sec 
w weight-flow rate, lb/sec 
~ blade-outlet angle measured from tangentia l direction 
y ratio of specific heats 
o ratio of inlet-air total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pres-
sure, p'/p. 
p 
function of y. y, y 
adiabatic efficiency, defined as ratio of turbine work based on 
torque and weight-flow measurements to ideal turbine work based 
on inlet total temperature and inlet and outlet total pressures, 
both defined as consisting of static pressure plus pressure 
corresponding to axial component of velocity 
squared ratio of critical velocity at turbine inlet to critical 
velocity at NACA standard sea-level temperature (V /V·)2 
cr cr 
gas density, lb/cu ft 
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Subscripts: 
cr critical 
des design 
r relative to rotor 
t rotor tip or outer radius 
u tangential component 
x axial component 
1 measuring station upstream of nozzles 
2 measuring station at nozzle outlet, rotor inlet 
3 measuring station downstream of rotor 
Superscripts: 
• NACA standard sea- level conditions 
total state 
TURBINE DESIGN 
Design Requirements 
The turbine wa s designed to drive the same compressor a s the first 
configuration (ref . 1) . The design requirements for the cold-air turbine 
are the same as given in reference 1 and are included herein for con-
venience: 
Equivalent weight flow, €W1,ecr/O, lb/sec 
Equivalent tip speed, Ut~/ecr' ft/sec 
Equivalent specific enthalpy drop , 6h ' /ecr ' Btu/lb 
15.2 
752 
20.0 
The equivalent performance requirements for the 14-inch cold-air 
turbine (y = 1.4) were obtained from engine conditions (y = 1.3) by 
the method of reference 6 . The turbine design was based on the hot-gas 
conditions. 
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Design Procedure 
Design velocity diagram. - The velocity diagrams (fig. lea)) were 
constructed by maintaining approximately the same mean-blade - span diagram 
as that of the first configuration (ref. 1). The nozzle -outlet velocity 
components at the other radii were obtained by the simplified-radial-
equilibrium procedure of reference 7 . The total mass flow at the nozzle 
outlet was obtained by integrating the point values of specific mass flow 
along the radius. A flow coefficient of 0 . 97 was assumed for the nozzle 
design . 
At the rotor outlet, the flow was turned 50 past the axial direction 
a t the mean blade span (r/rt = 0.796), and the axial velocity at this 
radial position was maintained the same as for the first configuration of 
reference 1. The rotor-outlet velocities at the other radii were computed 
by numerical integration of equation (D6) of reference 7. The simplifying 
assumption U2 = U3 could not be used because of the change in annular 
a rea through the rotor blade and the r adial shift of mass flow . This 
radial streamline shift was estimated from the nozzle-outlet mass-flow 
distribution with the assumption of uniform mass-flow distribution 
(d(pVx)/dr = 0) at the rotor outlet . The velocities into and out of the 
rotor were then integrated to obtain the total work output, which was 
found to be 1.01 of the design work output. An over-all turbine effi-
ciency of 0.80 was assumed in order to obtain the rotor-outlet total 
state. Although this efficiency might seem quite low, the design wa s 
carried out after the experimental results of the first configuration 
(ref. 1) were known and before the results of the second configuration 
(ref. 5) were known. In view of the experimental results of the first 
configuration, it appeared advisable to select a conservative value of 
efficiency and thereby provide a rotor- outlet area that is somewhat large, 
rather than one that is too small. The effect of ' assuming an efficiency 
value that is too low would be to cause the turbine to operate at a lower 
reaction than that anticipated by the design; however, the nontwisted-
rotor turbine was designed to operate at a higher reaction than the sec-
ond free - vortex turbine (ref. 5). A comparison of the velocity diagram 
(fig. lea)) with that of the free-vortex turbine (refs. 1 and 5) indi-
cates that the nontwisted rotor design is not so conservative aero-
dynamically as the free-vortex desi~l. The design value of the hub rela-
tive rotor-entrance Mach number for the nontwisted rotor is 0.85, which 
exceeds current design practice. 
Nozzle-blade design. - Thirty-two blades were used in the nozzle 
design. The nozzle-outlet flow angle a varied from 15.80 at the tip 
section to 47.50 at the hub section. Because of the large change in the 
turning angle from hub to tip, four sectional l ayouts at r adius ratios 
• 
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of 0.67) 0.78) 0.89) and 1 . 00 were used in making the nozzle blade . The 
sections were of constant axial chord and had straight suction surfaces 
downstream of the nozzle throat or mini mum cha~el width. As in refer-
ence 5) the nozzle - outlet geometry was obtained from the relation 
sin a = O/s and was corrected for Mach numbers greater than unity by ti8 
area ratio Acr/A. The nozzle -blade surfaces were laid out to obtai~ ~. 
passage that converged to the nozzle throat ) with the suction surface 
faired tangent to the straight back at the throat. The curvatures of 
the suction and pressure surfaces were smoothed by adjusting the coordi -
nates to obtain a continuous second derivative. The solidity cis of 
the sect i ons varied only slightly) being approximately 1.85 throughout 
the radial span . The nozzle blade was formed by positioning the sections 
so that the centers of their trailing- edge circles lay on a radial line 
and by fairing between the sections . The nozzle -blade coordinates are 
listed in table I( a ). 
Rotor-blade des i gn. - Twenty-nine blades were used in the rotor 
design. The resulting solidities were 0.9 at the tip section and 2.1 at 
the radius-ratio section of 0 . 67 . Thus the solidities and the radial 
variation of solidity were approximately the same as for the rotor blade 
of the first configuration (ref. 1). Because of the taper) the blade 
shape varies somewhat from hub to tip. The blade was made from three 
sections at radius ratios of 0.67) 0 . 835) and 1 . 00; all sections had 
curved suction surfaces downstream of the throat) because a straight-
back design would result in a very high turni ng rate on the suction sur-
face of the tip section. The blade- outlet geometry was obtained from 
the relation sin a = o/ s i n conjunction with a correction (ref. 8) for 
the curvature of the suction surface between the throat and the trailing 
edge . The rotor-blade surfaces were laid out to form a smoothly con-
vergent channel) and the curvatures were smoothed in the same manner as 
described i n the preceding section . The blade was formed by positioning 
the secti ons so as to minimize the overhang of the tip section and by 
fairing between the sections . The rotor -blade coordinates are given in 
table I(b). The inner wall through the nozzle and the rotor blading 
(fig . l(b)) was faired to form a convex nozzle inner -wall contour and a 
concave rotor -hub contour similar to that of the second vortex turbine 
of reference 5 . 
As i n reference 1) the centrifugal stress was calculated for the 
rotor blade by dividing the blade i nto strips of elemental axial width. 
The average blade stress was 65)000 pounds per square inch) as compared 
with 46)600 and 80)000 pounds per square inch for the first and second 
confi gurations ) respectively . 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS 
As discussed in references 4 and 5, the effects of the three-
dimensional nature of the flow should be considered in a turbine design 
of this type in order to obtain satisfactory performance. The radial 
streamline variation through the nozzle and the rotor blading was there-
fore estimated by using the design radial mass-flow distributions 
(fig. 2). From this streamline estimate, it was indicated that the rotor 
choking orthogonal would be located near the trailing edge of the blade 
in a region of the greatest annular area. Thus no three-dimensional flow 
problems, such as occurred for the rotor of the first configuration 
(ref. 1), were ant icipated for this rotor deSign, and it was not con-
sidered necessary to analyze further the rotor passage by the method of 
reference 4. 
From the radial streamline distribution through the nozzle blading 
(fig . 2), it was suspected that three-dimensional choking might occur 
inside the nozzle passage and reduce the mass flow from that predicted 
by the two-dimensional design procedure. The nozzle passage was there-
fore analyzed by the method of reference 4 to determine the maximum mass 
flow. The results of the analysis (ref. 9) indicated that the nozzles 
would pass a maximum mass flow of about 0.96 of design because the chok-
ing orthogonal occurred inside the passage at the inner wall (fig. 2). 
10 It was calculated that opening the nozzle blades ~ should enable the 
nozzles to pass design mass flow. After the nozzle blades were opened 
1 0 ~ and flow-tested, design mass flow was passed at the design value of 
nozzle total-to-static pressure ratio. The theoretical effect of the 
nozzle resetting on the mass average of the product U2Vu2 and on the 
rotor incidence angle was calculated, and the effect on both was found 
to be negligible. 
APPARAWS, INSTRUMENTATION, AND METHODS 
The turbine nozzle and rotor blades used in this investigation were 
fabricated in the same manner as described in reference 1. A photograph 
of the rotor assembly is shown in figure 3. The apparatus , instrumenta -
tion, and methods of calculating the performance parameters are the same 
as those used in reference 5. A diagrammatic sketch of the turbine rig 
is shown in figure 4. 
The performance runs were made in the same manner as described in 
references 1, 2, 3, and 5, with turbine-inlet temperature and pressure 
maintained constant at nominal values of 1350 F and 32 inches of mercury 
absolute, respectively. The speed was varied from 30 to 130 percent of 
,< 
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design speed in even increments of 10 percent. At each speed, the total -
pressure ratio across the turbine was varied from approximately 2.35 to 
1.3S. Turbine efficiency was based on the ratio of inlet total pressure 
to outlet total pressure, both defined as the sum of the static pressure 
and the pressure corresponding to the axi al component of velocity (ref. 
1). Detai led radial surveys were also taken at design speed over a range 
of total -pressure ratios. 
The accuracy of the measured and calculated par ameters is estimated 
to be within the following limits : 
Temperature, OF . . . 
Pressure, in. Hg abs 
Weight flow, percent 
Turbine speed, rpm 
Torque, percent design 
Effi ciency, percent • . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
±D.S 
• ±D.05 
±l.0 
~O 
±D.5 
±2.0 
The over-all turb i ne performance is presented in figure S with equi -
valent specific work 6h'/ecr shown as a function of the weight - flow -
speed parameter £wN/5 for the various pressure ratios, with adiabatic 
efficiency ~ contours included. Point A on the figure represents de-
sign work and des i gn speed; poi nt B, the ordinate and absc issa of whi ch 
were calculated from the turbine des i gn requirements, represents design 
work and design wei ght - flow - speed parameter . Since both points A and 
B are actually at des i gn speed, a comparison of the abscissas of the two 
points shows that the turbine did pass design weight flow. The design 
point A occurs in a region of highest efficiency of 0.87, which was also 
the highest effi ci ency obtai ned by the free - vortex turbine (ref. 5). 
Figure 6 presents the over -all performance of the free-vortex turbine of 
reference S, which is included here i n for conveni ence . A comparison of 
t he two f i gures shows that the off- desi gn performance of the nontwisted-
rotor turbine was very nearly the same as that of the free - vortex turbine . 
Thus the nontwisted rotor enables the use of blade-chord taper as a 
stress-reduction devi ce without any apparent sacri f ice in either des i gn 
or off - des i gn performance, as compared with the performance of the free-
vortex turbine . 
The relative entrance Mach number at the rotor hub was calculated 
at design speed and design work output from the turbine-inlet total 
pressure, the noz zle - outlet stati c pressure (measured at the inner wall ), 
and the nozzle flow angle. This angle was calculated from the circum-
ferent i al average of the measured throat dimens i ons at the hub section 
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in conjunction with the appropri ate form of the sine - law relation as 
given in the Design Procedure. The calculated relative entrance Mach 
number at the rotor hub was 0.84, as compared with the design value of 
0.85 . Although this Mach number would be considered too high by con-
ventional design criteria, the experimental results indicate that tur-
bine performance is not impaired if adequate passage area is provided. 
The results of radial temperature surveys at design speed are pre -
sented in figure 7, with equivalent total-temperature - drop ratio shown 
as a function of rotor - outlet radius ratio. Although the curves may be 
somewhat in error quantitatively as a result of unsteady flow out of the 
rotor, their over -all trends and behavior with increasing pressure r atio 
are significant. Since limiting loading is a condition in which an i n -
crease in total-pressure ratio results in no further increase in work 
output, it is indicated on this type of plot where the temperature-drop 
curves at the higher pressure ratios become coincident . From these 
curves it can be seen that tip limiting loading does not occur up to a 
total-pressure ratio of 2.24 . It would also appear that limiting load-
ing might occur first at the hub section, since the temperature curves 
for the two highest pressure ratios appear to converge at the lowest 
radius rat i o . 
Evidence that the tip does not reach l imiting loading for total-
pressure ratios up to 2.3 is given by figure 8, which shows the varia-
tion of outer - shroud static pressure with axial position for various 
total -pressure ratios . Limiting loading would be indicated on this 
figure by a converging of the pressure - ratio lines at the rotor trailing 
edge . The fact that the static pressure at the rotor outlet continued 
to drop with increasing total-pressure ratio would indicate that t i p 
limiting loading had not occurred up to a pressure ratio of 2 . 3. Thus, 
while still maintaining a high degree of blade - chord taper, the 
nontwisted- rotor turbine was able to operate without incurring the aero -
dynamic problems associated with the first free - vortex confi guration. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A nontwisted-rotor turbine with a high degree of blade-chord taper 
designed for high- speed, high- specific -mass - flow application has been 
experimentally investigated. The pertinent performance results are as 
follows : 
1 . At design speed, the turbine extracted design work at an effi-
ciency of 0.87, which was the hi ghest efficiency obtained. 
2. At des ign speed and design specific -work output, the turbine 
passed design mass flow . 
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3. As indicated by the radial temperature surveys at design speed, 
limiting loading did not occur up to a total-pressure ratio of 2 . 24 . 
4 . The turbine had very nearly the same design performance and off-
design performance as the second free - vortex turbine configuration de-
signed for this application . 
5 . A comparison of the performance of this turbine 1.,ri th that of the 
second free - vortex turbine would indicate that its performance was not 
impaired by a relative entrance Mach number of 0.84 at the rotor hub. 
From the results of this investigation, it can be concluded that 
free - vortex velocity distribution may not always be optimum where stress 
as well as aerodynamics is a determini ng factor; and, in this particular 
case, diverting from a free -vortex des i gn enabled the use of a high de -
gree of blade taper as a stress reduction device vTi thout any apparent 
deterioration of turbine performance . It can also be concluded that a 
relative rotor-hub entrance Ma ch number as high as 0.84 does not neces -
sarily impair the over -all turbine performance if adequate passage area 
is provided on an over - all three -dimensional basis . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, July 29 , 1953 
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TABLE 1. - BLADE - SECTION COORDINATES FOR 14-INCH COLD- AIR 'lURBINE 
r = 0 .075" 
0 . 67 
23 . 9 
X, in. YU' in . Yu i n . 
0 0 . 075 0 .075 
.1 . 185 
. 2 . 235 . 039 
. 3 . 268 .069 
. 4 . 288 . 094 
. 5 .296 .114 
. 6 . 296 .129 
.7 . 288 . 140 
. 8 . 273 .147 
. 9 . 254 .149 
1.0 . 231 .146 
1.1 . 205 . 138 
1.145 . 193 -----
1.168 (b) -----
1.2 . 125 
1. 227 - ----
1.3 . 107 
1.337 -----
1.4 .085 
1.5 . 059 
1.6 .032 
1.7 
1. 723 . 015 . 015 
1.8 
1.9 
1.953 
2. 0 
2.1 
2.2 
2. 246 
2. 3 
2.4 
2. 5 
2 . 582 
(a) Nozzle blade . 
Section radius r atio, r/rt 
0 . 78 0 . 89 
cp , deg 
36 . 2 45 . 5 
YU' i n . Yu in. YU' in . Yu in . 
0 .075 0.075 0.075 0 .075 
.203 .211 
. 253 .048 . 280 .060 
. 279 .083 .322 .107 
. 291 . 110 .343 .145 
. 292 .129 .350 . 173 
. 286 .142 .348 . 193 
. 274 . 149 .340 . 205 
. 258 . 152 . 327 . 210 
. 241 .151 .311 . 210 
. 221 . 146 .293 . 205 
. 201 .137 .273 .195 
----- ----- ----- ---- -
. 187 ----- ----- -----
(b) .126 . 252 .183 
----- . 246 -----
. 113 (b) .169 
----- -----
.099 . 154 
.084 .138 
.068 . 121 
. 050 .103 
----- -----
.031 .085 
. 011 .066 
. 015 . 015 -----
. 047 
. 027 
.007 
.015 . 015 
Axis of 
rotation 
1.00 
52.5 
YU' in . Yu in. 
0 .075 0.075 
. 256 
. 366 .093 
.445 .172 
. 502 . 232 
. 542 . 278 
. 569 .312 
. 586 .S37 
. 592 . 353 
. 590 . 361 
. 579 . 364 
. 560 .361 
---- - --- --
----- -----
. 533 .353 
----- ---- -
. 500 . 341 
.485 --- --
(b) . 325 
.306 
. 285 
. 261 
-----
. 236 
. 208 
--- --
. 180 
. 150 
. 120 
--- --
.088 
. 056 
.022 
.015 . 015 
~
aSections stacked over center of t r a i l i ng-edge circle.  
bSuction surface i s str aight f r om thi s point to point of tangency with 
trailing-edge r adi us . 
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TABLE 1. - CONCWDED . BLADE -SECTION COORDINATES FOR 14-INCH 
COLD-AIR TURBlliE 
(b) Rotor blade . 
r r = 0 .030" 
-~~- - Axi s of r ota t i on 
Secti on radius ratio, r / r t 
0 . 67 0 . 835 1.00 
Stacki ng-point coordinates , in . 
X = 1. 147 , Y = 0 . 391 X = 0 . 942, Y = 0 . 318 X = 0 .750, Y = 0 . 250 
CP, deg 
16 . 2 20.1 26 .0 
X, i n . lU' i n . YL' in . lU' in . YL, i n. lU' i n . YL, in . 
0 0 . 050 0 .050 0 . 050 0 . 050 0 . 050 0 . 050 
. 1 . 163 . 018 . 170 . 021 . 181 .024 
. 2 .236 . 058 .247 . 071 . 255 .087 
. 3 .297 . 097 . 303 . 114 . 300 . 134 
.4 . 346 . 133 .344 .150 . 326 . 165 
. 5 . 385 . 165 . 371 . 179 .335 . 182 
. 6 . 414 . 192 .387 . 198 . 331 . 185 
.7 . 434 . 214 . 392 . 211 . 317 . 176 
. 8 .447 . 231 . 388 . 215 . 292 .159 
. 9 . 452 . 242 .377 . 212 . 260 . 136 
1. 0 . 449 . 247 . 359 . 202 . 222 . 110 
1.1 . 440 . 247 . 334 . 185 . 181 . 081 
1. 2 .424 . 240 . 305 . 163 . 135 . 049 
1.3 . 403 . 229 . 268 . 136 . 086 . 013 
1. 375 ----- ----- ----- ----- . 030 . 030 
1. 4 . 377 . 211 . 228 . 107 
1 . 5 . 347 . 188 .184 .075 
1. 6 . 313 . 162 . 134 .041 
1. 7 . 275 . 133 .079 .007 
1. 755 ----- ----- .030 .030 
1.8 .232 .103 
1.9 .185 .071 
2 . 0 . 133 .038 
2.1 .077 .004 
2 . 151 . 030 . 030 
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Figur e 1 . - Des ign char act erist ics of tur bine . 
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Figure 2. - Radial streamline variation through nozzle and rotor blading. 
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Figure 4.- D1agramatic sketch of cold-air turbine test section. 
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Figure 5 . - Over - all performance of turbine with nontwisted rotor blades . 
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Figure 6 . - Over- all perf ormance of second free -vortex t urbine (ref. 5 ). 
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Figure 7. - Variation of equivalent total-temperature-
drop ratio with rotor-outlet radius ratio at design 
speed for several total-pressure ratios. 
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Figure 8. - Effect of turbine total-pressure ratio on outer-wall static 
pressure across rotor tip at design speed. 
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